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Description of our House

When you first walk in through the front door, which is Color , you're in the Room of the house . It

has white material - wood metal etc floor with a tan rug. The walls are Color , and there is a ceiling

light. To your left is the Verb - Present ends in ING room. It is closed off by a wall, which is white. On the left

wall of the same verb ending in ING room is a green Piece of furniture and straight ahead is a larger

Color sofa. In front of the sofa is a wooden shape - circle square etc coffee table with a green plate of

Noun - Plural . Next to the same piece of furniture is a wooden mini table with the following things on it

: A Noun statue, a candle, a vase of flowers, and two framed pictures of the kids. There is another mini

table next to the sofa that has a Color lamp, a candle, and a framed picture of a Noun . The

floor in the living room is material - wood metal etc . There is also the painting on the left wall called The

Creation of Adam by Michaelangelo. On the back wall is a painting of a ethnicity Soldier. On the front

wall is a painting called Aristotle with a Bust of Homer. Then to the right of the foyer is the hallway. In the

hallway are three bedrooms, Number bathrooms, and a closet. The first bedroom has an Color

loft bed on the left wall. Against the rest of the left wall is a regular bed with a Color and aqua quilt and

a stuffed animal Animal , Animal and zebra. Next to the bed, against the back wall, is a

nightstand with a stack of Noun - Plural , a white, red, blue and Color lamp, and a digital alarm

Noun . Next to the nightstand, also against the back wall, is a Color dresser with more books,

Noun - Plural , and a jewelry box on it. On the right wall is a closet with wooden sliding doors. Inside are

clothes, a Noun rack, and a small set of drawers for Noun - Plural . Under the loft bed is a large

wooden



desk with a Color jewelry box, a black and white sign that says " random word ", a pink box with

Verb - Present ends in ING cards inside, and a glass butterfly. Inside the desk are Noun - Plural ,

notebooks, a laptop and mad libs. The carpet is Color , but there is a dark turqoise floral rug. The walls

are Color , and on the windows are Adjective turquoise curtains.

The next room is the bathroom. The bathroom floor is tan material - wood metal etc , with a brown, purple and

Color floral rug. There is a counter and sink with Color countertops and wooden cupboards.

On the counter are Number pink candle holders, a soap bottle, a brand sprayer, a bar of soap, a

white Noun with greenery around it, and a stick scent diffuser. There is a toilet, and on top of it there is

a white Noun with an air freshener in front of it and a bottle of Lysol. The shower curtain is

Color . There is also a closet in the bathroom with towels and Noun - Plural in it. There is a green

Noun can, and a brown Noun paper holder.
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